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Dear Mr / Ms,

As a response to your request to clarify the discrepancy with regard to the ethical approval I submit a revised version of the manuscript.

The following changes in the manuscript were made:

- In the section “Informed consent and ethical approval” it is now explained by approval was not required. If you need confirmation about this information you can check the following website explaining the procedure in the Netherlands: http://www.ccmo-online.nl/main.asp?pid=1&taal=1

- Although not discussed I would like to add an additional author whom I forgot to add initially. I added the name and affiliation to the manuscript. I added his information to the information on the online submission website as well.

If additional information is required please contact me using the information below.

With kind regards,

Carola Döpp, MSc OT
Junior Researcher / PhD student
Scientific Institute for Quality of Healthcare (IQ healthcare)
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre
P.O. Box 9101, 114 IQ healthcare
6500 HB Nijmegen
The Netherlands
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